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The Butterfly Lion May 15 2021 Celebrating
the twenty-fifth anniversary of the stunning,
classic story of an unforgettable friendship with
a glorious colour gift edition, fully illustrated by
Christian Birmingham.
The Sleeping Sword Mar 25 2022 Nothing's
been the same since Bun Bendle dived off a
quay and hit his head on a rock. What he can't
bear to tell anyone is that as well as his sight,
the accident seems to have wiped out parts of
his memory. In his despair, he contemplates
suicide.
The Mozart Question May 03 2020 A young
journalist goes to Venice, Italy, to interview a
famous violinist, who tells the story of his
parents' incarceration by the Nazis, and
explains why they can no longer listen to the
music of Mozart.
Snug Sep 06 2020 Lisa and her cat Snug are
inseparable. until the day Snug disappears. A
brilliant story from a master of the animal
tale...
Boy Giant: Son of Gulliver Aug 18 2021 A
stunning new story of hope, humanity and highseas adventure for children and adults
everywhere from Sir Michael Morpurgo, the
nation’s favourite storyteller and multi-million
copy bestselling author of WAR HORSE.
Private Peaceful Apr 25 2022 A stunning
edition of this modern classic of World War
One, featuring an introduction by the author
and insightful testimonies from soldiers.
Mr Skip Jul 05 2020 Believing in magic makes
dreams come true...
Billy the Kid Jun 27 2022 Billy's no kid - he's
eighty today. He's enjoying watching the boys
in the park knock a football around and this
afternoon he'll be cheering on his team,
Chelsea, as he has done all his life. In 1939
Billy was picked for Chelsea. Not quite
nineteen, and his dreams had come true: 'Billy!
Billy the Kid!' they shouted as he scored goal
after goal. Surely life could get no better. But in
1939 too, the Second World War began and
Billy's life was never to be the same again.
Through the story of 'Billy the Kid', Michael
Morpurgo reaches across the generations and
with Michael Foreman's nostalgically vivid
illustrations, creates a life with a past that will
be moving and inspiring for young and old alike
Kaspar: Prince of Cats Dec 30 2019 Discover
the beautiful stories of Michael Morpurgo,
author of Warhorse and the nation’s favourite
storyteller A heart-warming novel about Kaspar
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the Savoy cat, from the award-winning author
of Born to Run and The Amazing Story of
Adolphus Tips
Out of the Ashes Jun 03 2020 This story is not
a story at all. It all happened. On New Year's
Day Becky Morley begins to write her diary. By
March, her world has changed for ever. Footand-mouth disease breaks out on a pig farm
hundreds of miles from the Morleys' Devon
home, but soon the nightmare is a few fields
away. Local sheep are infected and every
animal is destroyed. Will the Morleys' flock be
next? Will their pedigree dairy herd, the sows
with their piglets, and Little Josh, Becky's handreared lamb, survive? Or will they be
slaughtered too? The waiting and hoping is the
most agonizing experience of Becky's life . . .
Kensuke's Kingdom Sep 30 2022 When Michael
is swept off his family's yacht, he washes up on
a desert island, where he struggles to survive-until he finds he is not alone.
The Day the World Stopped Turning Jun 23
2019 Michael Morpurgo's The Day the World
Stopped Turning is a middle-grade novel about
an extraordinary boy who sees the world
differently. In the unique landscape of the
Camargue (France) during World War II,
Lorenzo lives among the salt flats and the
flamingos. There are lots of things he doesn't
understand–but he does know how to heal
animals, how to talk to them; the flamingos
especially. He loves routine, and music too: and
every week he goes to market with his mother.
It’s there he meets Kezia, a Roma girl, who
helps her parents run their carousel–and who
shows him how to ride the wooden horse as the
music plays. But then the German soldiers
come, with their guns. Everything is
threatened, everything is falling apart: the
carousel, Kezia and her family, even Lorenzo’s
beloved flamingos. Yet there are kind people
even among soldiers, and there is always hope.
..
The Pied Piper of Hamelin Mar 01 2020
Shadow Jul 29 2022 Discover the beautiful
stories of Michael Morpurgo, author of
Warhorse and the nation’s favourite storyteller
A stunning and moving novel from Michael
Morpurgo, the nation’s favourite storyteller –
featuring the bravest dog in all the world...
The Wreck of the Zanzibar Jul 25 2019
Farm Boy Apr 01 2020 The sequel to Michael
Morpurgo's bestselling War Horse! Farm Boy is
the heartwarming sequel to War Horse, the
beloved novel that has been made into a hit
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play and a major motion picture.For years, Joey
was a war horse, pulling ambulance carts and
artillery through the battlefields of World War
I. When he finally returned home to Albert and
the farm, he was treated like a hero. But his
adventures had only just begun.Now,
generations later, Albert's son loves to tell his
own grandson stories about the remarkable
horse. He tells him of Joey's feats in the war,
and of the time when the family risked
everything betting that Joey could win a daring
race. As he tells the stories, he slowly reveals a
shameful secret--a secret that he's kept to
himself for years.This charming book speaks to
the bond between generations, and captures
the spirit of rural life and the love of horses.
An Eagle in the Snow Feb 09 2021 The
powerful new novel from the master storyteller
- inspired by the true story of one man who
might have stopped World War II.
Not Bad For A Bad Lad Dec 10 2020 A
powerful and inspiring tale of redemption from
the author of WAR HORSE - with a personal
introduction to the story from Michael
Morpurgo. "I know a good sort when I see one.
That's why I've taken him on. That's why I took
you on." When a young lad strays into bad
behaviour and thieving, he soon finds himself in
Borstal prison for young men, lonely and
without hope. But when Mr Alfie, who manages
the stables, asks him to care for and tame a
damaged horse, both are given a second
chance. Could this "bad lad"'s skill with horses
help him follow his dreams?
Little Manfred Feb 21 2022 Discover the
beautiful stories of Michael Morpurgo, author
of Warhorse and the nation’s favourite
storyteller The heart-lifting, heartbreaking
story by Michael Morpurgo, the nation’s
favourite storyteller.
Cool! Nov 01 2022 Discover the beautiful
stories of Michael Morpurgo, author of
Warhorse and the nation’s favourite storyteller
Michael Morpurgo’s inspiring story of Robbie, a
boy in a coma – victim of a car accident. Locked
inside his own head, able to hear but not move
or speak, Robbie tries to keep himself from
slipping ever deeper into unconsciousness.
Cool as a Cucumber Oct 27 2019
The Dancing Bear Nov 08 2020 High in the
mountains, in a tiny village, an abandoned bear
cub is adopted by a lonely orphan child. Soon
they are inseparable, beloved by the whole
village. Then a glamorous film crew arrives and
everything changes.
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Long Way Home Sep 18 2021
Friend Or Foe May 27 2022
An Elephant in the Garden Oct 08 2020 An
Elephant in the Garden is Simon Reade’s new
adaptation of Michael Morpurgo’s best-selling
children’s novel. 1945. Dresden, Germany.
Lizzie, her mother – and an elephant from the
zoo, flee the Allied fire-bombing in the endgame of the Second World War. Escaping the
Allies’ advance from the West – and also the
advancing Russian armies from the East – this
extraordinary trio of refugees meet: a downed
RAF officer, cowering in a barn; a homeless
school choir on the run and their Countess
saviour, harbouring them from the Nazis; and
the mechanised American cavalry, appearing
over the horizon. It is Lizzie’s story – but
Marlene, the elephant, is the heroine. Plodding,
obdurate, opportunistic, loadbearing,
indestructible, cheering – Marlene embodies
the stubbornness of the human will and how it
will do everything to survive.
I Believe in Unicorns Jun 15 2021 Back by
popular demand, for a second magical West
End season, this intimate show is set in a
library full of books that hold more than stories
within their pages. It is a tale of the power of
books, and the bravery of a young boy called
Tomas. Tomas loves playing in the mountains
where he lives and hates reading and school,
but his world is turned upside down the day he
meets the Unicorn Lady in his local library... An
enchanting and interactive show, I Believe in
Unicorns sparks the imagination of both young
and old. You too will believe in unicorns after
joining Tomas's spellbinding journey!Suitable
for a family audience and children aged 6+
Born to Run Mar 13 2021 Discover the
beautiful stories of Michael Morpurgo, author
of Warhorse and the nation’s favourite
storyteller Joy and heartbreak combine in this
bittersweet tale of a champion greyhound’s
journey through life – and from owner to
owner...
The Last Wolf Nov 20 2021 Michael Morpurgo
has created a sweeping and dramatic story in
the time of Bonnie Prince Charlie. This
spellbinding tale is complemented perfectly by
Michael Foreman's illustrations. Robbie
McLeod and a wolf cub, both orphaned, venture
far from their birthplace, a land of rebellious
fighters and vicious redcoats. There is little
constancy in Robbie's adventurous life, save for
the companionship of his wolf. But when at last
Robbie finds a place where he can peacefully
make his home, he knows in his heart that the
wolf must find his own natural home too . . .
The Birthday Duck Sep 26 2019 The classic
story of finding fun on the farm from the
nation’s favourite storyteller, gorgeously re-
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illustrated by Sam Usher.
Half a Man Apr 13 2021 Michael is fascinated
by and afraid of his grandfather in equal
measure, with his disfigured, unsmiling face
and taciturn manner. Then a summer spent on
the Isles of Scilly enables him to finally see the
man behind the burns.
The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips Nov 28
2019 A heart-warming tale of courage, set
against the backdrop of the second world war,
about an abandoned village, a lifelong
friendship and one very adventurous cat!
‘Classic Morpurgo brilliance’ – Publishing News
Coming Home Aug 25 2019
Kensuke's Kingdom Oct 20 2021 Read &
Respond has been fully updated with new
content. Itprovi teachers with a wealth of
resources to teach Kensuke's Kingdom. Notes
and activities reflect the changes in the new
2014 Curriculum for England and include
shared texts, guided reading notes, reading
activities, speaking and listening activities,
writing projects and assessment guidance. The
CD-ROM contains interactive activities. Michael
Morpurgo's vivid castaway story,Kensuke's
Kingdom, explores powerful themes of love,
loss, hope and redemption.
The Puffin Keeper Jan 11 2021 From bestselling
author Michael Morpurgo comes a beautifully
illustrated classic story about a lighthouse
keeper, a daring rescue and puffins, for fans of
War Horse and The One and Only Ivan. As a
child, Allen is saved from a nautical disaster by
Benjamin Postlethwaite, a solitary lighthouse
keeper. Years later, Allen returns to the
lighthouse, and the two nurse an injured young
puffin back to health. When Allen is called up to
fight in World War Two, he's not sure he'll see
his mother or Benjamin again, but his fond
memories of his time at the lighthouse keep
him going, even through prison camp. Allen and
Ben's enduring friendship over the years is the
basis for this story about friendship, art, war
and an incredibly adorable puffin. From
masterful storyteller Michael Morpurgo and
world-class illustrator Benji Davies comes this
truly beautiful tale which will enchant readers
of all ages.
Running Wild Dec 22 2021 Discover the
beautiful stories of Michael Morpurgo, author
of Warhorse and the nation’s favourite
storyteller. An epic and heart-rending jungle
adventure from the bestselling author of Kaspar
and Born to Run.
Twist of Gold Jan 23 2022 With famine
gripping Ireland, Sean and Annie have just one
chance of survival - they must find their father.
Leaving their dying mother behind, they travel
across rough seas to America. With only the
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gold torch that Annie wears as a necklace to
protect them, they embark on a long and
dangerous journey. But will they ever be
reunited with their family? Twist of Gold is an
epic adventure, a classic novel by the masterful
storyteller and author of War Horse, Michael
Morpurgo.
Beowulf Jul 17 2021 “Will fire imaginations and
elicit the heart-pumping, wide-eyed response
that has kept this tale alive and vigorous
through the ages.” — Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books (starred review) Long ago a
Scandinavian warrior fought three evils so
powerful they threatened whole kingdoms.
Standing head and shoulders above his
comrades, Beowulf single-handedly saved the
land of the Danes from a merciless ogre named
Grendel and from his sea-hag mother. But it is
his third terrible battle, with the death-dragon
of the deep, in which he truly meets his match.
Lovers of heroes, monsters, and the drama of
battle will find this retelling as enthralling as it
is tragic. Now in a handy black-and-white
digest edition perfect for classroom use.
Dear Olly Aug 30 2022 Discover the beautiful
stories of Michael Morpurgo, author of
Warhorse and the nation’s favourite storyteller
A moving story of a brother, a sister and a
swallow, and how all are in some way victims of
the horrors of landmines.
Fox Friend Aug 06 2020 "When Christine finds
an abandoned fox cub she cares for it herself.
But can she keep it from her dad, a farmer who
shoots foxes?READING AGE 7
When the Sky Falls Jan 29 2020 A boy and a
gorilla create an unbelievable bond in this
powerful WWII tale for young readers, for fans
of Alan Gratz and Michael Morpugo. “A
wonderful story of hurt, kindness, and what it
means to be human in an inhumane world.” The Times of London, Children's Book of the
Year In 1940, with his father off to war, Joseph
is sent on a train out of his British town into the
care of Mrs. F., a gruff woman with no great
fondness for children. But he soon discovers
her softer side when she takes him to the
rundown city zoo and he learns she is the only
one who ever checks in on it. Many of the
animals have escaped, been released, or have
sadly starved . . . but not Adonis, a huge
silverback gorilla. Adonis is strong and
ferocious-and a danger to the whole city if a
bomb should fall and damage the fence that
keeps him in. But as Joseph struggles in his
new school and starts to spend more time at the
zoo, he finds, unexpectedly, Adonis becoming a
loyal new friend. From acclaimed author Phil
Earle comes a touching historical fiction story
of how a boy and a gorilla find redemption in
each other amid the toughest of circumstances.
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